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The GOLEM ESP series tables are 
designed for ambulatory care and, 
in addition to examinations in the 
gynaecological position, they allow for 
quick and easy switching to the lying 
position or the position for ultrasonic 
examination including vaginal probe. 
The great design and advanced function 
of the electrically lifted leg segment will 
facilitate your work and increase the 
patient’s comfort during examinations.
The low step-on height of 640 mm 
allows the patient to get on directly from 
the floor, without the necessity of using 
a foot step.
The 620 mm wide operating surface is 
covered with seamless artificial leather in 
a colour of your choice; it is divided into 
a  leg segment, a  seat with an opening 
and a  seat backrest with a  lifted head 
segment. All electric drives are operated 
manually and the positions can be 
changed even if the table is fully loaded. 
Lengths of the segments: seat 470 mm, 
backrest 510 mm, head 400 mm, legs 
490 mm.
All versions are always fully equipped: 
polyurethane Goepel leg supports 
or heel supports (depending on your 
request) with a  jointed fixture, stainless 
bowl, hand rails for the patient, paper roll 
holder to be used for the whole surface, 
the backrest and the seat, or for the seat 
only.
All elements can be easily adjusted for 
your and your patient’s comfort.
The weight of the table is 90  – 112 kg 
depending on version; the carrying 
capacity is 150 kg.
The build-in dimensions of the table are 
approx. 800 × 1 400 mm.
Each version can be further equipped 
according to your request.

GOLEM ESP 6 Code Nr. G 06 20
Electric drive adjustable height of 640  –  940 mm, electric drive adjustable leg segment, manually 
adjustable back tilt of 0° to +80°, fixed seat.

GOLEM ESP 6E ode Nr. G 06 21
Electric drive adjustable height of 640 – 940 mm, electric drive adjustable leg segment, electric drive 
adjustable back tilt of 0° to +80°, fixed seat.

GOLEM ESP 6ET Code Nr. G 06 22
Electric drive adjustable height of 640 – 940 mm, electric drive adjustable leg segment, electric drive 
adjustable back tilt of 0° to +80°, electric drive adjustable seat (Trendelenburg) tilt of 0° to +20°. 
The table is equipped with electronics enabling the user to program 3 operating positions that are 
automatically set using a respective button. This feature allows for easy switching between the initial 
and operating positions of the table without time delays.
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Examination table for gynaecology and urology

Accessories:
Braked wheels Ø 75 mm Code Nr. D 06 03
Halogen lamp on a flexible holder Code Nr. D 06 05
Left/right colposcope holder Code Nr. D 06 80 – 83
Bowl with outlet and hose Code Nr. D 06 08
Bowl with outlet, hose and waste container Code Nr. D 06 09
Separated pedal board instead of hand control Code Nr. D 06 31
Separated pedal board and hand control together Code Nr. D 06 35


